
Pathways Used By Spirit
Understanding 12 modes of connection

As we open to intuition and connection with guidance, it is valuable to recognize 
the signs and pathways used by Spirit. Everything in existence is an expression 
of Spirit. It is our opportunity to regain that connection and enjoy discovering the 
messages from Source. These techniques increase our ability to communicate 
on a daily basis with higher self. As we familiarize  ourselves with these 
modalities, we will gain greater accuracy and clarity on the light path of spiritual 
evolution.

How higher guidance connects to you 

1. One of the important ways we receive guidance is through our higher 
sensory perceptions. When you feel love, joy and a sense of connection, 
higher guidance is presenting itself and telling you that you are on the right 
track. In contrast, negative emotions that rise from the body, sever and 
block higher guidance. All the various negative emotions that we feel in 
our body: anger, guilt, sadness, self-doubt, greed – all of them rise from 
one emotion - fear. Fear is really the only emotion generated within our 

chemicals that serve in the short term to get us out of harm’s way. 
However, the disconnection that is generated through fear and all its 

2. Spirit uses attractive elements in our environment to move us toward 
a new path or understanding. Beauty radiates an intrinsic quality that 
opens the heart and mind to draw us towards something our soul knows 
has value. By noticing what you are attracting in your life and are attracted 
to, Higher Self is showing your current position to become aware of what 
to understand and learn from. This is a powerful way to see more clearly 

seems to align. It may become so poignant that other avenues crumble 
except for the path that Spirit is highlighting to you. This opening indicates 
you are being carefully guided, and you can see the breakdown around 
you as an opportunity to shift your life. Sometimes Universe designs this 
as a way to empty us to making room for what we are about to receive. 
Recognize these moments as opportunities, because Spirit is on your side 
- always, whatever life presents to you. The Godspark may be disguised 

essence, know that you will discover the support for greater understanding 
and growth on your evolutionary path.

3. Synchronicities are the greatest way to feel the Universe interacting 
with and guiding us. No accidents, just a realtime feedback loop that 
acknowledges being on the ‘right’ path. You may have that inner knowing 
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you are partnering with higher self and connected to something much 

relationships unfold. Each of us has favorite symbols, signs or number 
sequences that sends a message reminding us that the connection is 

again and again, these messages are a fun indicator to be Spirit-alert. I 
often enjoy walking on a trail, pondering certain ideas. If the idea has 
merit, I may see a ‘heart rock’ as a positive sign to encourage me.  There 
have been times while walking and thinking a negative thought that I catch 
an arm or piece of clothing on a thorn or sharp bush. These are all 
valuable messages from Universe attempting to keep me present and 
conscious.

4. The experience of receiving feedback can grow and grow. Soon 
everything can be seen as Universe communicating with you. It is 

removed from Source and thus it is metaphor or symbolic.  Events are not 

deeper and deeper, but also be careful not to over analyze, which might 
allow your ego to manipulate the simplicity of a loving message.  Always 
stand back and attempt to keep balanced as your life opens to greater 
depths and expanded feelings of love and support.

5. The people in our life bring us tremendous gifts and are an essential 
part of our spiritual path. Whether we have reforged old relationships 
with people from previous lifetimes or we are attracted to those who mirror 
the aspects we are working on in this life, these people engage us in 

transform however, old friends may drop away as the relationship no 
longer serves your higher purpose and you may lose that previous 
enjoyment and interest. Transformative times can prove to be very critical 
due to the emotional entanglements that may have limited our growth and 
ability to live with greater purpose and self-worth. Be gentle with yourself 
during these times and steer clear of judgments that can keep you from 
seeing the higher truths. Everyone is playing an important role in your life 
and by seeing these situations in this light, you will realize that each 

learning to forgive and love others and ourselves for the gifts that have 
been offered at the appropriate times in our lives.  Some gifts may feel 
negative at the moment they are received or given, but in retrospect we 
see the wisdom of Universe hidden inside.  The important lesson is that 

relationships.  Join organizations and go to the places that like-minded 
people may enjoy. Universe is constantly supporting you, however you 
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have to be the one to take action and make effort. Meditating and 
visualizing is great, however, it doesn’t take the place of engaging fully in 
your physical life because your activity is necessary for Spirit to move 
through you.

6.  Stay ahead of the 
growth curve by thanking Universe for everything you are about to receive 
and then being open to interpreting everything that comes into your life as 
a gift no matter how you used to perceive the same event or interaction. 
Developing acceptance and appreciation for all experiences allows a 
higher level of learning that opens the door for greater opportunity.

7. Learn how Universe communicates with you and cultivate it. If it is a 
feeling in your stomach or a swaying in your body, tune into it and practice 
recognizing the signals and opening the line of communication with simple 
requests. It is important for you to initiate the actions, so keep asking your 
guidance for more support and clarity. Your guidance is here to 
communicate with you and support you in every way, including making 
better decisions. Remember, though, that you are the one in the physical 
body and are always in charge over the integrity of your life – your domain 
is Divine and to be respected by all higher dimensional support.  I met 
someone once who awoke at 4 AM every morning, because they said that 
was when their guidance wanted to communicate with them.  No, you are 
in charge and set the conditions. Tell your guidance if something is 
stressing your body and set the appropriate conditions that suit your 
needs. If your perspective is to be of service to all, then all is in service to 

8. There are many techniques for divining subtle energy. You may wish 
to explore some to see how they work for you.  Always start with simple 
questions that are personal and fairly non consequential, like what food is 
most healthy for my body and then practice, practice, practice.  
Pendulums, kinesiology (muscle testing) and radionics stickplating are 
good techniques as you allow your mind and expectations to be put on 

your body when you practice letting your thoughts go and focusing on the 
technique you are using. Starting with simple questions and learning to 
trust your answers reinforces the technique. I started using radionics 
stickplating almost forty years ago. This is a technique used to set the 
frequencies of radionics machines and was used by a form of chiropractic 
practice called Toftness. In adapting it for personal divination I found a 
lightly sanded agate slab  worked well and gave me a smooth surface for 

maybe.  I might also get a mixed response if I didn’t ask the question 
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correctly. For example, people will often ask if something is needed.  

However, if you reword your question to: “will this serve or support me at 

something and you grew.  Asking questions that are more clear and well 

to start is to set the conditions that you are working with beings of the light 

You again are in control to set the conditions on how you are 
communicated with, by whom and when.

9. We are all endowed with unique gifts and ways of receiving 
knowledge and expressing ourselves. When we see people who excel 
at using their intuitive gifts, we may want to follow their lead and do as 
they do. It is important not to compare ourselves to another. Depending 
upon your individual way of taking in information, you will gain insights 
using various senses. Spirit will come through each of us in a unique way 
so we can be of service to all.  You may hear voices or have thoughts 
suggesting things to do and places to go or perhaps see colors, images or 
have a deep knowing. Test it and see what your personal modes are. 
Never do anything against your deepest moral sense of “doing unto others 

directions you hear.  If fear or separation seems instilled in the message, it 
is not of Spirit. Night time or early morning is quiet and a fertile time to 
work with higher guidance. Waking from a dream state or during these 
quiet morning hours can be a rewarding time to explore, meditate or work 
with energy. Automatic writing is another powerful way to connect with 
higher guidance and receive answers, inspiration and direction. Start by 
clearing your mind and connecting with guidance, placing yourself in a 
meditative-like stillness where you let go of expectations, judgments and 
limiting beliefs. It is important to set aside your logical thoughts and enter 

written down. You may feel an energetic vibration coursing through you 
that sets up a higher rhythm to support the connection. Simply allow for a 

your mind controlling or managing the content. 

10.At night while the ego sleeps we can move into a deeper connection 
with higher self through the subconscious by dreaming. There are 
different books, teachers and guidelines to help you learn how to interpret 
your dreams, however one of the important understandings is, “it is always 
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fresh in your awareness.  Even if you don’t remember your dreams, this 
early morning time as you transition from the dream state can be a very 
fertile time to download information from your guidance. Allow your words 
to rest for a while and then return later for deeper interpretation. As you 
grow in your awareness, ask for help from your guidance by setting the 
conditions as to what you want to learn during your night sessions or plant 
questions that will add to your understanding.             

11. One of the best ways to quiet your conscious mind and allow higher 
self to come through is meditation. Meditation can take many different 
forms, however, one way to get started is to follow your breathe up and 
down in your chest cavity as you relax and release thoughts. As you get 
comfortable with the process, you will cultivate a deep focus on being 
present with your breath and open to a peaceful state of mindfulness. 
Meditation helps your mind to quiet as you connect with the higher 
aspects of yourself. We have found that meditation is more than a physical 
exercise for a number of minutes in the morning or evening, it is a state of 
consciousness that can exist continuously day and night.  Start simply and 
observe your connection to higher states of being growing as meditation 
creates more receptivity and expansion of awareness as you move 
through your heart center to connect to the larger part of your being.

12.Vibrationally clear more pathways for Spirit in your living space by 
building sacred environments and altars.  Some people like to clear the 
energy in their space with burning sage as done by Native Americans. You 
may be drawn to use images of conscious beings that you are attracted to 
and choose to call upon their support. Bring in objects that evoke a sacred 

can be used to hold your intent and radiate it out through your home. If 
you have an outdoor space that allows for natural surroundings of plants, 
rocks and water you can call upon the nature spirits and Mother Earth to 
support you in grounding higher understanding and knowledge. The 
natural vibrations of the earth can be the most soothing and relaxing to 
support you in entering a receptive place.  Ascension and higher 
understanding is not about leaving your body, but bringing that vibrational 
energy and love consciousness here.  Interacting with Mother Earth will  
support this necessary grounding process.     

The tools we create at Metaforms clear a pathway to Spirit through all the 

access and intuition. Practice and become more accomplished with all twelve of 
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the steps for connecting with higher self as well as the twelve steps of Source 
connecting with you.  
We want to share a recent testimonial of a young man expressing many of the 
things we discussed in these reports and how our pendant, the Heart 

       
“I put my necklace on the moment I got it and what I felt immediately thereafter 
cannot be described in words. Growing up as a kid I always had a poor self 

drudge of the past, or fear of the future. I felt a sense of personal well being and 

'center' and release myself mentally of all thought. Now with my heart companion 

my life. All of what I listed so far is just the tip of the iceberg, but it is the best I 
can put into words. It is like I am now not at the mercy of my emotions or 
somebody else's, I am free. I am the sole architect of my future now, and that's 

long and odd hours, I am away from my family most of the time, and the stress 

that comes with the job I understand....but I would not be human if I said it did not 

important, and no longer feel powerless and worn out when I go home. I do not 
let anyone 'into my temple' of sacred peace for lack of a better term that these 

those around me. Thank you, thank you for this incredible tool, Enzo and I's 
relationship alone has dramatically taken a turn in where we NEVER EVER 

thanks for making this a reality for us.” 

Anthony
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